re-imagining collaboration
Creating collaboration focused meeting infrastructure
at CLP India
CLP India wanted to empower its employees with a reliable and well-integrated video
conferencing, data sharing and wireless presentation solution. AV and IT systems across
numerous huddle rooms, meeting rooms, boardrooms and a senior executive room were
tightly integrated into a seamless collaboration system.

The Challenge
CLP India is part of the China Light and Power Group — a public utility energy company from Hong Kong. The company’s core
business involves generation, transmission, and retailing conventional and renewable electricity in the Asian and Australian
markets. CLP India is one of the largest foreign investors in the Indian power sector and regularly collaborates with the Hong
Kong headquarters, regional branches and other external stakeholders across the globe.
Actis was approached to help when CLP India decided to move teams from different locations to their new corporate office
located around Mumbai’s International Airport. The project involved creating and integrating several meeting rooms of
different sizes-two large boardrooms, a Managing Director's cabin and even a multi-functional collaboration area for the
employees. Actis not only helped CLP India transition to a new office but also aligned the AV design with the company’s vision
while maintaining strict timelines. Below are few challenges unique to this project:
As CLP India is in the electricity business, it was paramount to keep to energy efficiency, sustainability and operational
?
excellence at the core of the AV design principle.
Implementing CLP’s uniquely envisioned Smart Rooms and Smart Desk concept.
?
Commissioning and integrating 11 Smart Rooms and the MD’s cabin in less than 2 months with a fixed end date.
?
Integrating more than 100 wire-free Smart Desks with minimal cable clutter along with provisions for wireless
?
Plantronics headset for use with Skype for Business.
Focusing on user adoption by utilising user-friendly and integrated communication and automation solutions for
?
collaboration spaces.

The Solution
The Professional Services Group at Actis deployed an integrated
collaboration solution at CLP India’s office spread across the entire floor
of the building. The project starts with multiple 4-6 seater meeting/huddle
rooms that feature 43” LED displays, soft video conferencing hardware,
lighting control system, occupancy sensors, and room automation
solutions from Crestron. The Mercury™ Tabletop Conference System
empowers the users to quickly use a variety of audio and video
communication platforms such as Skype for Business along with basic
room automation and wireless presentation via AirMedia®.
4-6 seater VC-enabled Huddle Room

The larger rooms in the office such as the 8 and 10 seater rooms, the
Boardrooms and the Managing Director’s cabin feature similar
communication solutions. They incorporate large high-definition displays
seamlessly integrated with a network of AV switchers and interfaces, cable
cubbies and high-quality cables from leading brands such as Crestron,
Extron, Gefen and Kramer among others. These high-quality components
are used to ensure zero quality loss in the AV signals while routing
between the source and the display devices. These large rooms
incorporate Cisco TelePresence solutions that offer end-to-end HD 1080p
video conferencing along with a PTZ (Pan/Tilt/Zoom) camera that
automatically detects and tracks the presenter for an intuitive meeting
experience.

8-10 seater VC-enabled Conference Room

The Solution
For quick and easy presentations, the rooms also feature a wireless
presentation solution routed to the display devices. These larger
meeting rooms integrate high-clarity ceiling microphones routed via
Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC) processors from Polycom. Overall,
this combination delivers a clear, natural-sounding and an echoless
voice quality on conference calls, while delivering a clutter-free
environment in the room. The room and lighting automation of the
rooms are handled by Crestron systems with easy iPad-based touch
control.
8 seater VC-enabled Meeting Room

Additionally, Actis was also able to retrofit CLP India’s existing
conferencing hardware and legacy AV products into the new office
space. The use of occupancy sensors with ultrasonic and passive
infrared (PIR) sensing technologies throughout the office reduces
energy consumption and enhances the functionality and lifespan of
the lighting systems. Actis was able to combine the intelligence of
sensors and sophisticated control systems to create a smart office
that can intuitively adapt the internal environment to changes in
conditions or usage.

Large Boardroom with Video Collaboration

The Solution

Multi-functional large Boardroom for Team Collaboration

The larger Smart Rooms in the office also have programmed
automation that monitors the rooms for occupancy/usage at regular
intervals and takes action accordingly. During regular office hours, the
programmed automation merely switches the lights off and puts the
other equipment on standby to allow them to quickly resume
functionality when needed. However, during periods of extreme
inactivity, especially after work hours, the programmed automation
smartly shuts down the entire system to further increase power savings.
All of these pragmatically designed automation systems help CLP India’s
smart office align with the company’s vision of energy efficiency and
sustainability.

One of the standout aspects of this project is Actis’ integration of the
Crestron Fusion remote asset management software application and
network. This system empowers real-time enterprise-wide
monitoring, management, and scheduling of meeting rooms along
with tracking, reporting and analysis of the room usage. The Fusion
system is an immensely beneficial tool for the IT Administrators and
Facilities team of the company.

Crestron Fusion remote asset management software application

The Solution
Additionally, the Fusion system also works with a network of Room
Scheduling Touch Screen panels located in key meeting rooms. With
the help of these touchscreens, employees can view enterprise-wide
meeting room availability along with quick meeting scheduling on-thefly. Earlier, the company relied on using Microsoft Outlook with a
manual room booking and management process. After implementing
Crestron’s Fusion, the room booking and management is fully
automatic and self-managed without the need for an Administrator (or
other human resources).
Meeting Room Scheduling via touch screen panel

In fact, there is a custom-designed browser-based intranet portal
created by CLP India that allows users to book and manage meeting
rooms from any device on the company's network.
Like all projects integrated by Actis, all hardware and cables are
tagged, labelled and installed neatly in high-quality equipment racks.
This not only delivers a clutter-free and unobtrusive space but also
helps in quicker troubleshooting when needed.

High-quality, clutter-free equipment rack

Multi-functional large Boardroom for Team Collaboration

8-10 seater VC-enabled Conference Room

4-6 seater VC-enabled Huddle Room

8 seater VC-enabled Meeting Room

The Result
CLP India was looking to improve collaboration across the entire organisation to ensure that meeting
spaces were well integrated for ease-of-use and smoother management at all times. As this office is
completely owned by CLP India, it provided the company with an avenue to create its smart office concept
and develop a user-friendly experience. This in turn delivers higher user adoption and thereby significant
ROI on the capital spent.
The result is a highly-collaborative office space which provides access to the best communication
technologies for groups of almost any size across the whole organisation.
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